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I. INTRODUCTION

In March of 2017 a group of interested individuals submitted
feedback to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
on the Academy Color Encoding System (ACES) 1.0 release
[1] in the form a paper entitled “ACES Retrospectives and
Enhancements” (RAE) [2]. This clear and well-thought-out
feedback from the ACES user community is greatly appreciated
and the Academy’s ACES leadership team encourages others
to submit such carefully crafted critiques.

For historical context, the primary intention of the ACES 1.0
release was to provide the motion picture industry with a stable,
production-ready digital production, image interchange and
archiving platform after many years of continually evolving
beta releases. The expectation for the 1.0 release was that
the user community would widely adopt it and provide
meaningful feedback on how the system might be improved
in future releases. When ACES 1.0 was released, it was
well understood that various system components might need
additional refinement based on community feedback. This was
particularly true for components of the system that had not
gone through extended field-testing cycles during the beta
period. Examples of such components include the Common
LUT Format (CLF) [3], the ACESclip metadata sidecar file
format [4], and Look Modification Transforms [5]. The RAE
document is an excellent example of the type of feedback that
ACES Leadership hoped to receive.

This document is intended to directly respond to the topics
raised in the RAE document, to contribute to the developing
roadmap for future versions of ACES, and to encourage a
greater level of participation in the ACES development process
from the entire ACES community.

II. RAE REQUESTS

For easy reference, the RAE requests and Academy replies in
this section are ordered as they appear in the Summary section
(Section IV.A) of the RAE document.

RAE Request 1

The past, current, and future of ACES development will be
more open to peer-review and academic discourse.

ACES Leadership Reply 1

The ACES Leadership team is committed to peer review and
academic discourse. Since shortly after the release of ACES
1.0, ACESCentral.com [6] has served as the primary public
forum in which to discuss user experiences with ACES and the
development of future versions. ACES Leadership is referring to
the process of determining the future of ACES as ”ACESnext.”
Participation in this process by the ACES community is critical
for success and will directly influence any changes to ACES,
the scope of those changes, and the schedule by which those
changes are introduced. Peer-review is a key tenant of the ACES
roadmap development. All proposed changes will be discussed
and vetted by the ACES community in the ACESCentral forum
before they are incorporated in future versions of the framework.
This process is already underway: a ”virtual working group”
(the new mechanism to enable global participation in ACES
development) was recently established to discuss, improve,
and supplement where necessary the ODTs included in ACES
1.0. The virtual working group discussions and meetings have
all been posted to ACESCentral to encourage community
participation. [7], [8], [9] ACESCentral was designed, in part, to
serve as the industry-wide forum in which to discuss proposed
refinements and enhancements to ACES. When appropriate,
we may choose to publish articles in peer-reviewed journals
and present at established technical conferences. We believe an
open, academic discussion of the issues ACES aims to solve
and the means by which it solves them will imbue confidence in
the various ACES user communities. Likewise, we encourage
those using ACES to vet current and future versions of the
system and to publish their findings to foster a productive and
on-going dialog.

RAE Request 2

A public record of any experimentation, analysis, and imple-
mentations, along with useful data (image datasets, viewing
conditions, display attributes and observer physiological char-
acteristics) will be initiated.

ACES Leadership Reply 2

As part of our efforts to be open, documented, and peer-
reviewed, we have moved ACES development discussions to
ACESCentral.com, a public forum. Relevant (and unrestricted)
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Quick Start Guides
• Available
• Overview
• Workflow Sample
• DIT
• VFX

• Planned
• Colorist
• Cinematographer
• Post Production Supervisor
• Producer
• Director
• Facilities Engineer
• Editor
• Archivist



Quick Start Guides

• Get you started
• Point out pitfalls
• Share knowledge
• Open to feedback
• Being Translated
• Japanese
• Spanish
• Chinese
• Volunteers for others…



Quick Start Guides

NICK SHAW

nick@antlerpost.com

@nickshaw27
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ACES Product Partners
-----------

Hardware and Software 
Companies that participate in the 
ACES Product Partner Program

https://aces.mp/productpartners

ACES Adoption

ACES Productions
-----------

Feature and TV shows that 
have used ACES 

https://aces.mp/ACESshows



New Efforts

• Digital Source Master
• ACES IMF Application #5
• SMPTE ST2067-50
• Academy Digital Source 

Master
• Academy Software 

Foundation
• And now, the moment 

you’ve been waiting for…
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ACES 1.0 Listening Tour Feedback
• 42 interviews with individuals or groups
• Color/Image Scientists
• Colorist
• Content Owners
• DITs
• DPs
• Manufacturers (Cameras, Software)
• VFX Companies + RAE Paper
• Other general users
• Prior ACES Leadership

• Over 80 individuals (not including RAE authors 
and contributors)

• Nearly 450 comments to parse through

• 48 main points of feedback



ACES 1.0 Listening Tour Results
Top Ten (starting with the one with the most votes)
1. RRT needs to be invertible and separate the “look” from the RRT (put look in LMT)
2. ACESclip needs to be defined and implemented in tools
3. Need a way to exchange and archive LMTs; re-look at CLF and implement in all tools
4. Need to fix negative values issue (not just through an LMT)
5. CTL is good for prototyping and to define the intention, but because it’s not realtime, it 

isn’t viable in production; need to look other implementations
6. Allow for custom IDTs, including camera color gamut matching
7. Should be able to customize ODTs (including parametric) and publish them
8. Allow for color grading in non-ACES spaces (like the Original Camera Color Gamut 

and tonal curve).  Must be able to document for archive
9. Should take a look at the AP0/AP1 gamuts including why AP1 red is outside of AP0, 

why AP1 does not equal 2020 and other issues
10. Remove modifiers from ODTs; make ODTs more like standard 709 and P3



ACES Next Process Going Forward
• Additional GoToMeeting call to present and discuss findings

• Formation of Discussion Groups and Virtual Working Groups
• ACESclip VWG
• CLF VWG
• ACES Roadmap Discussion Group

• Governance
• Work towards Open Source model 
• Formation of Technical Steering Committee



ACES Next Process Going Forward - Discussion
Chair Proposed Process – Up for Discussion!

Discussion 
Groups

Tech Steering 
Committee

Working 
Groups

Implementation
Group

Roadmap
Discussion

Discuss issues 
& determine 
roadmap of 
improvements

Break into 
groups by subject

Define reasons 
for issues

Determine scope 
of work & 
propose to TSR

Check for 
collisions or 
architectural 
breakdowns

Greenlight work

Start & 
complete work

Help with 
escalations

Vet work & 
provide 
feedback

Vet work & provide 
feedback

Do plugfests as 
needed

Rollout

We are still working out the structure and TSR
Implementation Group - also discuss general 
issues



Want to Get Involved?
• Sign up on ACESCentral.com

• Sign up for alerts for specific discussion topics
• CLF
• ACESclip
• Roadmap Discussion Group

• Volunteer for committee chair role

• Volunteer as a member for a committee

• ACESNext will only be successful if YOU help out!



Wrap Up Discussion
• Received feedback, proposed process & governance

• Start comments now!

• Manage from a process-standpoint, but not from an 
engineering standpoint

• We are committed to a process to allow people to 
contribute in a meaningfully way

• Effort is required – need to scope out the problems & 
risks

• Get involved!



ACESCentral.com
@AcademyACES


